
Era Knob sets

The ERA Range of Door Knob Sets consist of
Entrance, Privacy, Passage and Dummy functions,
which are designed to meet all customer
requirements. Easy to install, each set is supplied
with fitting instructions and templates. Tubular latches
are adjustable to either 60mm or 70mm.
The locks available in this range can be used in
different environments, which means they are suitable
for both commercial and domestic applications.
The ERA Entrance Lock has been designed for
applications on front and back doors and can be
locked from either inside or outside.
The ERA Passage Door Knob is suitable for
internal doors and as it is a non-locking knob set,
it allows free access at all times.
For bathroom and bedroom use, the external knob
on the ERA Privacy Lock has an emergency release,
combining safety and privacy.
The ERA Dummy Door Knob is suitable for internal
doors and as is a non-locking single door knob,
permanently fixed to the door and to be used in
conjunction with a Tubular Roller Latch.

Price
Era - Entrance lock set brass finish, boxed 166-31 (Product reference 3235-5225) £13.97
Era - Entrance lock set satin finish, boxed 166-51 (Product reference 3235-5226) £13.97
Era - Entrance lock set chrome finish, boxed 166-61 (Product reference 3235-5227) £13.97
Era - Passage knob set brass finish, boxed 170-31 (Product reference 3235-5228) £12.19
Era - Passage knob set satin finish, boxed 170-51 (Product reference 3235-5229) £12.19
Era - Passage knob set chrome finish, boxed 170-61 (Product reference 3235-5230) £12.19
Era - Privacy lock set brass finish, boxed 168-31 (Product reference 3235-5231) £12.78
Era - Privacy lock set satin finish, boxed 168-51 (Product reference 3235-5232) £12.78
Era - Privacy lock set chrome finish, boxed 168-61 (Product reference 3235-5233) £12.78
Era - Dummy knob set brass finish, boxed 172-31 (Product reference 3235-5234) £6.89
Era - Dummy knob set satin finish, boxed 172-51 (Product reference 3235-5235) £6.89
Era - Key blank for Knob Sets 603-56 (Product reference 3235-5236) £0.74
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